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Figure 7: Planning actions
are just behind the corner and await to be faced.
Indeed, even though we have never explicitly mentioned the frame problem before, we have to deal
with it in our formalization. As a matter of fact,
in the previous section we implicitly assumed to
have a solution for it, see for example Figure 6.
Even though a formal treatment of the frame
problem has yet to be carried out, things are made
easier than it could be expected since we have
to deal with \simple" actions and constraints.
By \simple" actions we mean actions whose effects can be described by a set of literals. Analogously for the constraints. As a consequence
at the formal level, we have not to deal with
all the complications caused by disjunctive information (see for example (Myers and Smith 1988;
McCain and Turner 1995)), e.g. rami cations are
not possible. As a consequence at the application level, the frame problem can be |and indeed
it is| solved by simply updating the knowledge
base of the scenario.
About the formalization, it seems that much of
the work in theories of action sees planning as deduction. The domain and the e ects of actions are
represented in a logical formalism (e.g. the situation calculus) and then planning problems are
dealt asking whether a certain sentence logically
follows from the theory (see for example (Green
1969; Lin and Reiter 1994)). Our rst goal is not
to provide a formal system with a proof theory,
but rather a language with semantics capturing
the ideas expressed in previous sections. To this
extent, the closest work to ours are the \high level
action languages" started after Gelfond and Lifschitz [1993] language A.
Finally, as we have already mentioned, there
have been some works treating failure, sensing
actions and planning actions. About failure,
the closest work is that described in (Rao and
George 1991). Rao and George extend the
computation tree logic CTL introducing explicit
notions for failure and success. However, in their
logic actions are not explicitly represented and
thus it is not clear how, for example, to do action
compositions, i.e. formalize tactics.
A formalization for sensing actions has been

perceiving in a partially and unpredictable environment. As Lesperance et al. [1994] acknowledge \[robot programming] remains very tightly
coupled to robotic hardware" and even though
they feel \that it should be possible to fully control a robot with minimal attention to the details
of sensors and e ectors, this is certainly not the
case today"1. Unfortunately, Lesperance's et al.
commitment of \no implementation without a situation calculus speci cation" does not seem yet
to be exploitable for building robots.
Developing the application described in this paper has not been an exception. Much of the e orts
have been in de ning a syntax for interfacing the
planner with lower level modules (i.e. a syntax for
primitive actions and for the interchange of data,
e.g. failure). Of course, all the problems we have
been dealing with are grounded on the particular
application. A di erent project might have raised
a di erent set of problems. However, we believe
that the three main issues we have raised in this
paper (failure, sensing and plan-for actions) have
to be dealt by any robot-planner operating in a
partially known environment. Relaxing this assumption, one might need to introduce less complications in his own formalism and/or implementation. For example, in (Shanahan 1996) a robotplanner is described in which failure and plan-for
actions do not seem to play any role. One of the
motivations could be the relatively simple robot
task (hypothesizing the existence, locations and
shapes of objects from a stream of sensor data).
Another could be the relatively simple robot's
sensors (three bumpers).
Of course, we do believe that it is necessary to
provide a formal theory for the application, either
a priori or a posteriori. This is what we are trying
to do. However, things are very complicate since,
as far as we know, few formalizations have been
proposed for failure, sensing actions and plan-for
actions, and none combining all of them. Even
more, some of the traditional issues in theories of
actions, like the frame and rami cation problems
In (Lesperance et al. 1994), the comma in the
quotation is a full stop.
1
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able for execution. We introduce the expression
Planned(; p), which holds in any nal state of a
successful plan-for action which generates a plan
denoted by  to achieve the goal p (see Figure 7,
state 2).
We require the planner the ability to execute
plans denoted by names of plans. We therefore
introduce actions of the form exec() and call
them (plan) execution actions. Their intended
meaning is: \execute the plan denoted by ".
Sometimes we write \ " for the name of the plan
(action) . For example, the intended meaning
of exec(\follow-wall(landmark)") is: \execute the
plan denoted by \follow-wall(landmark)" ".
A reasonable constraint is that the semantics of the execution of a name of an action is the same as that of the action itself. As an example, the state transition
of exec(\follow-wall(landmark)") should be the
same as that of follow-wall(landmark). If we assume that executing follow-wall(landmark) succeeds but may not achieve the goal, we have the
transitions in Figure 7. Finally, notice that planfor and execution actions allow for interleaving of
acting, sensing, planning and execution of a plan.
For instance, a possible plan which combines such
activities is the following:
follow-wall(landmark);

Sensed(Closed(door1))
Closed(door1)

Sensed(Closed(door1))
Closed(door1)

4

Fail(sense(Closed(door1)))
Sensed(Closed(door1))

Figure 6: Sensing actions

Actions which generate and execute
plans

In Section \The Application" we have discussed
some of the di erent ways the planner can construct a plan. One way is to construct a plan
by activating special purpose planners. No matter how the special purpose planners work, they
are components which, given goals and facts, return plans (\tactics", in our terminology). In general, plan construction is the execution of some
system component code. We therefore represent
plan construction as executable actions which
construct a plan which can be executed. We
extend the language with actions which return
a syntactic expression (belonging to the same
language) which denotes a plan, i.e. a \name
of a plan". We call these actions plan-for actions. Intuitively, they construct plans and return names of plans. Plan-for actions are of the
form planfor(; p), where p is a proposition (the
goal we have to plan for) and  is the name
of the plan which is generated. For example,
planfor(; At(landmark)) can be a plan-for action that invokes the path planner and generates
the plan follow-wall(landmark) denoted by .
However, it is not always the case that a planfor action generates plans by simply activating
reasoning modules like special purpose planners.
Plan generation may involve the activation of behaviours at the sensing and acting level. For example, the planner may have to ask the user for
a plan. In order to capture this extended notion
of plan generation, plan-for actions have to be
thought simply as actions which construct plans,
with no constraints on whether they operate in
the real world or not. As a consequence, plan
generation may fail in the same way as any other
kind of action.
Plan-for actions update the state of knowledge of the system. After that a plan-for action
has been executed, the planner has a plan avail-

if Succ(follow-wall(landmark)) then f
sense(position);
if Succ(sense(position)) then f

planfor(; At(position)); exec()gg:
where sense(position) is the sensing action which
acquires information about the location to be
reached.

Final considerations and
related work

In the previous sections we have rst described an
experimental application developed at irsT and
then sketched a formal theory which takes into
account the lessons learnt from the application.
As we already remarked in the introduction, this
path is somehow unusual if compared with much
of the current research in theories of actions. In
theories of action (see for example (Boutilier 1995;
Buvac and Costello 1996)) the focus is from the
very beginning on how to reason formally about
actions and their e ects on the world. The hope
is that the theory developed will be more or less
directly implementable to control a robot or, at
least, will serve as a speci cation for the implementation. Indeed, this does not seem yet to be
achievable if the goal is to build a theory and an
implementation of robots reasoning, acting and
7
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Figure 5: Action which fails [succeeds] and achieves [does not achieve] the goal
\sense(Closed(door))" activates a camera and a
sonar to detect whether a door is open or closed.
The following plan takes into account the outcome
of the sensing behaviour.

pose that the action fails and the block a drops
on the table. The action fails and nevertheless
achieves the goal Clear(c). Vice versa, an action may succeed and may not achieve the goal.
Indeed, success of an action corresponds to the
fact that the corresponding behaviour does not
abort. This does not guarantee that its e ects
achieve the desired goal. For example, consider
again the example in Figure 5. Assume that we
have the goal Far-from(a,c) for which we plan
the action put-on(a,table). The action succeeds
but it does not achieve the goal for which it has
been planned. This is actually what happens in
the real application, where sometimes the planner
has no choice other than executing actions which
may (but are not guaranteed to) achieve desired
goals even when they succeed.
The notion of failure described so far allows us
to express plans which take into account possible failures and to build a planner able to reason
about these plans. The following is a possible example of a plan taking into account failure:
put-on(a; b);
if Fail(put-on(a; b))
then fput-on(a; table); put-on(a; b)g:
In the example, \;" is the usual construct for sequences of actions. The term if proposition then
action can be regarded as a conditional plan. A
tentative formulationin situation calculus of a law
of motion and inertia which takes into account
failure may be the following:
Clear(a; s) !
Succ(put-on(a; b); result(put-on(a; b); s)) !
On(a,b; result(put-on(a; b); s)):

follow?wall(door1);
if Succ(follow-wall(door1)) then f
sense(Closed(door1));
if (Succ(sense(Closed(door1))) and
Closed(door1))
then open(door1)g:

Sensing actions update the state of knowledge of
the system about the world. Consider for instance the action sense(Closed(door1)). We introduce the expression Sensed(Closed(door1)). (In
the application, this expression is contained in
the database of facts.) Its intended meaning is
\information about the fact whether the door is
closed has just been acquired, or in other words, is
up-to-date". Sensed(Closed(door1)) holds therefore if we have just executed sense(Closed(door1))
with success, i.e. in any nal success state of
the action sense(Closed(door1)) (states 2 and 3
in Figure 6). In case of failure, we cannot rely on
the fact that the information has been acquired.
Therefore :Sensed(Closed(door1)) holds in a failure state of the action sense(Closed(door1)) (see
state 4). Moreover, the fact whether we have acquired information with success is independent
of the particular result of the sensing action.
For this reason, Sensed(Closed(door1)) holds both
in the case Closed(door1) and :Closed(door1)
hold. Finally, after we execute an action which
does not acquire information about the fact
whether a door is open or not (e.g. followwall(landmark)), the information is not up to
date, i.e. :Sensed(Closed(door1)) holds (see
states 5 and 6). Indeed, the last action might
change the status of the door, or the door might
be moved (closed or opened) by an external agent
(e.g. a person). Independently of whether the
door is actually closed or opened and of the fact
whether it changes status or not, the value of
Closed(door1) does not change, since the robot
cannot realistically get to know this (states 5 and
6). This is what actually happens in the database
of facts. The only fact the robot knows is that information about the door has not been \recently"
acquired, i.e. :Sensed(Closed(door1)).

Actions which sense the world

Notice that all the considerations in Section \Actions which fail" hold for behaviours in general and, in particular, for sensing behaviours.
We call actions corresponding to sensing behaviours, sensing actions. Thus, for instance, calibrate(position) is a sensing action which is executed in order to acquire information, i.e. the
position of the robot. As any other action, it
may modify the world, e.g. change the position
of the camera, and fail. A requirement from the
application is that sensing actions can be used
in plans. Let us suppose that the behaviour
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around the robot. As an example independent
of our application, think of an action (behaviour)
which, while moving a block a from the table on
a block b, does not manage to keep the block in
hands and the block drops on c. The action has
failed, but the action has changed the position of
the block.
We consider therefore an action as a transition
from an initial state to a nal state, where the
nal state might be \di erent" from the initial
state even in the case the action fails. We call nal
states where an action has failed (succeeded),
failure (success) states (of the action ). Failure
and success of an action can be formalized with
a (kind of) propositional uent whose argument
is the action itself, say Fail( ) and Succ( ). For
instance, the action follow-wall(landmark) may
lead to a state where Fail(follow-wall(landmark))
(Succ(follow-wall(landmark))) holds (see Figure 2). Indeed Fail(follow-wall(landmark))

1

w-w

and

mar

k)

4

Picked_up(b)
Ex(follow-wall(landmark))

Fail(follow-wall(landmark))
Ex(follow-wall(landmark))

3

able" by the action . We have of course states
which are not reachable by an action . For example the state where the block b is picked up is
not reachable by the action follow-wall(landmark)
which is implemented by a behaviour which does
not control the robot's manipulator (see Figure
3). As a consequence of this fact, the set of failure states of an action cannot be de ned as the
complement of the set of success states of the action . In other words, Succ( ) $ :Fail( ) does
not hold in general for any action .
Two further remarks are in order. First, the
same state may be a success state for an action
and a failure state for a di erent action . This
is shown in the example of Figure 4, where we
suppose that landmark1 and landmark2 are two
di erent landmarks in two di erent positions of
the building.
Second, notice that success/failure of an action does not coincide necessarily with the
achievement/not-achievement of a related goal.
Intuitively, the former is a property of actions,
while the latter is a relation between actions
and goals. An action may fail and, nevertheless,
achieve the goal the action has been executed for.
Indeed, failure of an action corresponds to the fact
that the corresponding behaviour aborts. Even if
the behaviour aborts, its e ects may achieve a desired goal. For example, consider the simple block
world example in Figure 5. Let us suppose the
planner is given the goal Clear(c) and, in order
to achieve the goal, the planner generates the plan
composed of the single action put-on(a; b) which
moves the block a on the block b. Let us sup-
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Figure 3: Example of a \not reachable" state
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Figure 2: Success and Failure states
and Succ(follow-wall(landmark)) are two atomic
propositions which can be contained in the
database of facts in Figure 1. This makes the notion of failure very di erent from that of not executability, which captures the fact that actions are
not executable in certain states. Let us suppose
that the preconditions for executability of the action follow-wall(landmark) are that the battery of
the robot is charged, say Charged(battery) (see
Figure 2). In state 1, the action is executable,
nevertheless it may fail, i.e. end up in state
3, where Fail(follow-wall(landmark)) holds. On
the other hand, follow-wall(landmark) causes no
transitions from states where :Charged(battery)
holds. From the point of view of failure, behaviours at the sensing and acting level can end
up only in two possible ways. Either they terminate without an abort or they abort. We have
therefore that in all the \reachable" states of an
action , i.e. the nal states of the transition
caused by , either Fail( ) or Success( ) holds.
The propositional uent Ex( ) is de ned by
Ex( ) $ (Succ( ) $ :Fail( ))
and holds therefore in any state which is \reach-

follow-wall(landmark1)
1

2

At(landmark1)
At(landmark2)
Succ(follow-wall(landmark1))
Fail(follow-wall(landmark2))

follow-wall(landmark2)

Figure 4: Success state for follow-wall(landmark1)
and failure state for follow-wall(landmark2)
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building. Paths are sequences of nodes the robot
has to go through. The path planner takes in
input particular kinds of goals, i.e. target positions, and information contained in the database
of facts about the current position of the robot. It
computes a path which gets then translated into
a tactic which activates behaviours (at the sensing and acting level) which move the robot along
the path. The planning level of the actual application is equipped with a set of very di erent
special purpose planners (the mission scheduler is
one of them, see Figure 1).
Some nal remarks are in order. First, a tactic
can easily interleave the execution of behaviours
at the sensing and acting level and of planning
activities at the planning level. This is highly
required in our application, where it is often necessary to postpone planning activities after some
execution is performed which acquires information from the external environment. Second, most
often the best way to nd the proper plan is simply to ask the user. In our application, the system operator (see Figure 1, user level) can be requested to provide a plan. For instance, when a
load is particularly critical or dangerous, the system asks the operator for a path. Finally, the operator might request the planner to give information about the activities of the systems, e.g. the
status of the task being performed, the reasons for
failures, the information acquired through sensing
behaviours, the tasks which have been scheduled
and the paths which have been planned.

wall(landmark)" and, when it fails, activate sensing behaviours (e.g. \calibrate(position)") in order to get information about the cause of failure.
The behaviour \calibrate(position)" may reveal
that the robot is along the expected path. A
further sensing behaviour is therefore activated
which may detect a not avoidable obstacle along
the way. In this case, the tactic activates the
path planner to get an alternative path. If \calibrate(position)" reveals the fact that the robot
is not along the expected path, the behaviour
\follow-wall(landmark)" may have missed to detect the landmark. In this case the tactic lets
the robot follow the wall back to the landmark.
Notice that tactics manage to \take into account
possible failures", but the planner does not try to
build plans by \predicting (and thus avoiding) all
possible failures". As a matter of fact, in this kind
of application domains, behaviour failures cannot
always be predicted. In other words, it is impossible that the conditions under which a behaviour
may fail can be a priori stated. Notice also that
tactics must execute sensing behaviours in order
to acquire information about possible causes of
failures. A further reason for the need of execution of sensing behaviours is the fact that tactics may need to acquire information which is not
available a priori of execution. For instance, most
often we cannot predict whether doors are open
or closed. The only way to get to know this is to
activate sensing behaviours which acquire information at execution time.
The execution of behaviours at the sensing and acting level causes the updating of
a database of facts (see Figure 1). In practice, facts are pairs variable-value, expressible
by means of atomic propositions. For instance,
after that \calibrate(position)" has been executed with success, the database contains the fact
At(position), which states the current position
of the robot; the successful execution of \followwall(landmark)" updates the database by changing the fact At(position) with At(landmark).
The system described so far does not do reasoning at all. But some reasoning is actually required. For instance, it is not realistic to hardcode (in a tactic) all the possible paths to reach
all the possible target locations. For this reason,
tactics can activate \special purpose planners" at
the planning level. Special purpose planners generate plans. They are modules which, given in input a goal and some facts, return a tactic. They
are constructed to generate plans eciently and
e ectively. For instance, the path planner is a
dedicated algorithm to search for optimal paths
in a topological map. The topological map is a
graph whose nodes correspond to locations in the

From the application to the theory

Given the application described so far, we are interested in providing a formal theory for the planner component of the system architecture shown
in Figure 1. As an ultimate goal, we aim at a
theory of actions which can be used by the planner to reason about actions and thus, to generate
plans.

Actions which fail

The theory of actions we aim to must comprise actions which correspond (at the planning level) to
behaviours implemented at the sensing and acting level. The activity performed by the planner highly depends on behaviour failures. We
have therefore to provide a notion of action failure
which corresponds to that of behaviour failure.
Notice that a behaviour that fails may modify the
world. For instance, \follow-wall(landmark)" and
\calibrate(position)" may abort after some navigation has been performed and, as a consequence,
the position of the robot (or of the camera) has
changed. Even more, if the behaviour is not reliable enough, it may move (or even break) objects
4
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Figure 1: The system architecture
complexity of reality, to the fact that the application domain is unpredictable and highly dynamic
and to the fact that actuators and sensors are
not perfect (e.g. sonars are not precise enough,
wheels cannot follow desired paths precisely). In
all these cases, the behaviour is programmed to
interrupt execution and report an exception message to the planner. We may think of this as
a kind of abort of the program implementing the
behaviour. When a behaviour aborts, we say that
it fails or that there has been a failure of the behaviour.

behaviours, sensing behaviours. In most cases,
sensing behaviours activate actuators in order to
put sensors in the position to acquire information.
For instance, the behaviour \calibrate(position)"
is a complex program which moves the robot and
a camera around till the camera can detect a
landmark which makes it possible to compute the
robot position. This behaviour is necessary in
practice. The robot gets often \lost", since the
position computed by the actuators controlling
the wheels is not reliable when the robot is moving on certain surfaces of the oor.
Behaviours are highly \reactive", i.e. they allow the robot to cope with some of the (many and
frequent) unpredictable situations. In our application, it is impossible to predict all possible situations which might arise during execution. For
instance, it is impossible to predict whether people moving within the building or trolleys moved
around will obstacle the robot's navigation. For
this reason, for instance, the behaviour \followwall(landmark)" is programmed to avoid unpredictable obstacles along the way.
Nevertheless, behaviours cannot guarantee that
their execution will end as expected. Most
often, behaviours do not manage to perform
their task. For instance, the behaviour \followwall(landmark)" might nd a not avoidable obstacle along its way. The same behaviour may fail
to detect a landmark and get stuck at the end of
the corridor. The behaviour \calibrate(position)"
may move the camera against an obstacle. All
these situations are mainly due to the intrinsic

The planning level

The planner processes user requests from the user
level. Each user request corresponds to a goal for
the planner. For each goal, the planner has a corresponding program which can be executed. We
call this kind of programs, tactics. Given a goal,
the corresponding tactic is retrieved immediately
by means of a look-up table (the \goal-tactic table" in Figure 1). At this level, tactics may be
thought as \precompiled plans". Actually, tactics are programs which can activate and control
the execution of (see Figure 1):
 behaviours at the sensing and acting level, and
 special purpose planners at the planning level.
When a tactic executes a behaviour at the sensing and acting level, it must take into account
possible behaviour failures. The tactic traps the
abort and reacts to failure. For instance, we
have tactics that activate the behaviour \follow3

the mobile robot to perform desired tasks (see the
\user level" in Figure 1). The planner (see the
\planning level") is encharged to plan activities
in order to perform the requested tasks and to
control their execution. Execution is performed
by means of modules controlling robot's sensors
and actuators (the \sensing and acting level").
Consider the following example. The user requests to transport loads (e.g. food) to a given
department (e.g. a food storage). This is a goal
for the planner. First, the planner extracts from
the \goal-tactic table" (see Section \The planning level") a program (called \tactic"). Second,
the program gets executed and activates a \path
planner" and a \mission scheduler". The path
planner, given a target location, the current position of the robot (contained in the \database
of facts") and a topological map of the building,
returns a path plan (e.g. the shortest path) to
reach the target location. The mission scheduler allocates time for the current task. Third,
the planner activates systems at the \sensing and
acting level" (see Section \The sensing and acting level"). These systems execute the plan by
means of a set of programs, called \behaviours",
which activate and control actuators and sensors.
A behaviour is for instance the program called
\follow-wall(landmark)", which moves the robot
along (the wall of) a corridor of the building till a
\landmark" (e.g. the end of the corridor, a particular sign on the wall) is reached. This behaviour
makes use of data acquired through a sonar and
a camera to keep the robot along the wall while it
is moving and to detect and avoid obstacles (e.g.
trolleys, people) along the way.
In the remaining of this section we describe
some of the fundamental characteristics of the
sensing and acting level (Section \The sensing
and acting level") and of the planning level (Section \The planning level").

situation calculus (McCarthy and Hayes 1969),
dynamic and temporal logics (Rosenschein 1981;
Harel 1984; Harel et al. 1982), action description
languages (Gelfond and V.Lifschitz 1993). This
allows us to keep the discussion general and independent of the particular formalism which might
be chosen. The theory takes into account the following facts: (1) actions may fail, since they correspond to complex programs controlling sensors
and actuators which have to work in an unpredictable environment; (2) actions acquire information from the real world by activating sensors
and actuators; (3) actions generate and execute
plans of actions, since the planner needs to activate di erent special purpose planners and to
execute the resulting plans.
Third, we discuss the relations and di erences,
in focus, approaches and contents, with respect
to existing theories of actions and theoretical approaches to planning (Section \Final considerations and related work").
This work is still limited in at least two respects. First, the theory we propose is strongly
motivated by the problems raised in the particular application. Even if we believe that a signi cant amount of these problems could be generalized, this has not been investigated yet and
di erent applications might raise issues we have
not considered. Second, even if we describe actions semantically (as state transitions), we do
not provide a formal account of how reasoning
about these actions should be performed. See
Traverso and Spalazzi [1995] for a logic (based on
Process Logic (Harel et al. 1982), an extension
of Dynamic Logic (Harel 1984)) which deals with
the same problems faced in this paper. While
Traverso and Spalazzi [1995] focuses on the formal framework, here we focus on the requirements
raised from the application and on how actions
should be described in terms of state transitions.
The formal theory proposed here does not rely on
Process Logic.

The sensing and acting level

The set of behaviours at the sensing and acting
level are complex programs. As a matter of fact,
in our application behaviours are implemented by
thousands of lines of C and assembler code. They
are encharged with all the low level control of sensors' and actuators' commands and data. Most
operations (e.g. checking the side distance from
the wall, checking the presence of an obstacle in
front of the robot and moving the robot forward)
are executed in parallel. Information is countinuously acquired through sensors in order to decide
the commands to be sent to actuators.
Some of the existing behaviours are executed
with the main purpose to acquire information
from the external environment. We call these

The Application

We focus on an experimental real world and
large scale application developed at irsT by a
large team. In this paper, it is described only
to the extent needed to explain the motivations
for our theory of actions (for a more detailed
description see (Antoniol et al. 1994b; 1994a;
Cimatti et al. 1992)). The application aims at
the development of a system able to control and
coordinate a mobile robot, navigating in unpredictable environments and performing high level
tasks, like transportation in hospitals and oces.
A simpli ed version of the architecture is depicted
in Figure 1. In the application, users can request
2
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Abstract

This paper is a rst attempt towards a theory
of actions for reactive planning systems, i.e. systems able to plan and control execution of plans
in a partially known and unpredictable environment. We start from a real world application developed at irsT, discuss some of the fundamental
requirements and propose a formal theory based
on these requirements. The theory takes into
account the following facts: (1) actions may fail,
since they correspond to complex programs controlling sensors and actuators which have to work
in an unpredictable environment; (2) actions acquire information from the real world by activating sensors and actuators; (3) actions generate
and execute plans of actions, since the planner
needs to activate di erent special purpose planners and to execute the resulting plans.

Introduction

A lot of recent research in planning is more
and more focusing on reactive planning systems, i.e. planning systems which are able to
plan and control execution of plans in a partially known and unpredictable environment (see
for instance (Beetz and McDermott 1994; Firby
1987; George and Lansky 1986; Simmons 1990)).
While formalizations of classical planners have
been proposed (see for instance (Lifschitz 1986)
for STRIPS (Fikes and Nilsson 1971)), this is not
the case for reactive planning systems. There
actually seems to be a big gap between the approaches followed and the issues faced in the implementation of reactive planning systems and
theories of actions and planning. For instance,
the literature in reactive planning does not mention at all some main theoretical problems, e.g.
the frame problem and the rami cation prob-

lem. Moreover, while most of the theoretical
work focus on the problem of \reasoning about actions" at planning time, most of the literature on
reactive planning systems is actually concerned
with \control of action execution", e.g. execution
monitoring, sensors control, interleaving of planning/execution/perception, failure recovering.
This paper should be considered a very preliminary attempt to achieve two main goals
(both goals are still far from being completely
achieved!). The rst goal is to investigate the reasons for this gap, to understand when the gap is
only apparent and when it is real, and in the latter case, to understand the requirements in order
to bridge it. The second obvious goal is to propose how to bridge this gap with a formal theory
which meets the requirements.
The approach we are following in this attempt
is somehow unusual. We do not start from a
formal theory and explain how it extends existing ones in order to bridge the gap. We go the
other way around. First, we start from an experimental application developed at irsT (Antoniol et al. 1994b; 1994a; Cimatti et al. 1992)
(brie y described in Section \The Application").
This application is essentially a reactive system
which controls a robot navigating in an in-door
environment (e.g. a hospital). A planner deals
with actions which have to be executed by real
sensor/actuator robot controllers.
Second, we propose a formal theory which takes
into account the lessons learned from this application (Section \From the application to the theory"). We sketch only the intuitions behind this
theory. This is done by explaining actions behaviours in terms of state transitions. This can
be the basis for a formal semantics of di erent
formal languages, e.g. languages based on the
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